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If the complex vectors of a chemical mechanism are independent, the deficiency of the mechanism is zero. Some nonlinear systems without autocatalysis, autoinhibition and cooperativity are shown to have this property and,
therefore, to have a unique equilibrium point that is globally asymptotically
stable if weak reversibility is fulfilled.
ECHH KOMILTIeKCI-HaleBeKTOpbI XHMHqeCKOFOMeXaHHaMaHBYI,.~OTC~IHe31~BHCHMblMH,TO ~O~HrmTnocrs Mexa~maMa paBHa HyJHO. B~HO uoKa3aHo, ,.Fro HeKOTOpMe HeHH/-Ie1~ibIeCHCTeMI~I
6ea aBToKaTa.rmaa, aBTOHHI'HeHpOBaHI4HH KOOHCpaTHBHOCTHoeHa~aIOT 3THM CBO~CTBOM,
IIO~TOMy OHH HMeIOTyHHKaJ'I~HylOTOqKy paBHOBeCH~I, KOTOpa.~KBYlHeTCHFHOeaYII)HOaCHMHTOTHqCCKH cTaeH.qI,HO~, eCHH BblIIOYlHHeTC~IyCHOBHe cHaeo~ oepaTHMOCTH.

INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULT
The aim of the present paper is to bring into connection the modem theory of
formal reaction kinetics and some old vague beliefs. Our method is to give a sufficient condition for ~= O, a fact implying - together with weak reversibility the existence, uniqueness and global asymptotic stability of the equilibrium point,
therefore excluding periodicity and multistationarity.
We use mainly the notions and notations introduced by Feinberg, Horn and
Jackson/1/.
Let the chemical components of the mechanism be A(1) . . . . .

A(M), the com-

plexes
C(n) = ~__

ym(n)A(m)

(n = 1,2 ..... N)

(I)

m=l
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Therefore, the complex vectors of stoichiometric coefficients are

y(n) = [ yl(n) ..... yM(n)] T

(n = 1,2 . . . . .

N)

(2)

The elementary reactions of the mechanism are
C(i)

>.C(j)

( i 4 j, i,j = 1,2 . . . . .

N)

(3)

Let L be the number of the connected subgraphs of the directed graph obtained
from the complexes as vertices and reactions as edges, i.e. L is the number of the
(coarse) !inkage classes. The reaction is weakly reversible, if the transitive closure
or the relation determined by the above defined directed graph (the FHJ graph) is a
symmetric relation. Let s be the dimension of the stoichiometric space S, where

S:= span {y(j)-y(i);

C(i)

, C(j)}

(4)

The deficiency ~ of the mechanism is
:= N-L-s

(5)

THEOREM 1. The deficiency of a chemical mechanism with independent complex
vectors - except possibly the zero vector corresponding to the empty complex - is
Z,~O.

Proof. At first, let us suppose that L = 1. Then s equals to the number of the
edges o f the spanning tree of the FHJ graph, i.e. s = N-1. Therefore ~ = 0.
In the general case let the number of complexes contained in the 1-th linkage
class (1 = 1,2 . . . . . L) be N 1, then the stoichiometric subspace S is the direct sum
of subspaces S 1, . ~ . , SL, where the numbering may be chosen so that dim S 1 = N t - 1 .
L
Therefore, N = . ~ N1, s ~
dim S1, thus 6= 10'.
I=1
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COROLLARIES
Immediate application of the zero deficiency theorem (see e.g. Ref, / 1 / ) proves
corollary 1.
COROLLARY 1. In a chemical mechanism with independent complex vectors except possibly the zero vector (i) for arbitrary (not necessarily mass action) kinetics, there can exist an equilibrium concentration with positive coordinates only if the mechanism is weakly
reversible;
(ii) if the mechanism is weakly reversible, then for mass action kinetics with any
choice of positive reaction rate constants, there exists in each reaction simplex
c o + S a unique positive equilibrium concentration c x every equilibrium concentration with positive coordinates is asymptotically stable relative to the reaction
simplex in which it resides, and the kinetic equation ~ -f. c cannot give rise to
nontrivial sustained periodic solutions with positive coordinates.
A special case where the sufficient condition of the theorem is fulfilled will be
obtained if all of the components occur in exactly one complex. In this case none
of the components occurs as reactant and product in the s a m e reaction:
M
m~= ym(i)ym(j) = O
=1

(6)

what is equivalent to the exclusion of this special hind of autocatalysis and autoinhibition.
A further specialization provides the generalized compartment system, i.e. the
system where it is also true that all of the complexes contain not more th an one
component. This means that only complexes of the form y(m) A(m) (m = 1, 2 . . . . . M)
are allowed except perhaps the empty complex. (Compartment systems - often aI~plied in biology - b.re obtained when all of the stoichiometric coefficients y(m)
are equal to 1 /2, 3/.
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We may say that a certain kind of cooperativity is excluded in generalized compartment systems, because no (reactant) complex contains more than one kind o f
the different chemical components. In other words, this kind of nonlinearity exclurdes
exotic behavior.
In the case of generalized compartment systems, exotic behavior can be excluded
also for some further, not weakly reversible mechanisms using the results of Voipert/4/.
THEOREM 2. In every generalized compartment system having an acyclic FHJ graph
and being endowed with arbitrary kinetics and not containing the zero complex
(i) the solution of the kinetic differential equation is bounded on [O, +co];
(ii) the kinetic equations cannot give rise to nontrivial sustained periodic solutions
with nonnegative coordinates;
(iii) there exists a unique nonnegative equilibrium concentration having at least
one zero coordinate;
(iv) There exists a positive constant K such that

/ci
Jo

m,i<K

(m = a.2,.

M)
" "

(7)

where
c:= (c i . . . . . CM)T '
and

!~ml(t):--I~m(t) I

/t E ( 0 , ~ ) ; m=l; . . . . M/.

Proof. The FHJ graph of a generalized compartment system is acyclic if and only
if its Voplert graph (V graph, see below) is acyclic.
The Volpert graph of a chemical mechanism is a directed bipartite graph with
multiple edges constructed as follows. Each elementary reaction and each chemical
component is represented by a vertex from the two classes of vertices, respectively.
The number of directed edges running from A(m) to the vertex representing the
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elementary reaction C(i)

9 C(j) is ym(i) and the number of directed edges from

the vertex representing this reaction to A(k) is yk(j).
Our final - trivial - statement is theorem 3.
THEOREM 3. If the V graph of the reaction is acyclic, then eq. (6) holds.
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